Policy Attachment 1403.4, Citizenship/Lawful Presence Verification Process Through Health-e-Arizona PLUS

BH applicant requests behavioral health services from the T/RBHA

Applicant is known to Health-e-AZ PLUS (previous application or services)

Not Title 19 eligible

Applicant applies for AHCCCS
   a. At the RBHA
   b. At a contracted RBHA provider
   c. Self-applies using Health-e-AZ PLUS

Health-e-AZ PLUS sends application to appropriate agency. Agency transmits a request for documentation that will have to be faxed back to agency for determination of eligibility

Title 19 Eligible

Reapply for AHCCCS

Non T19, SMI
Applicant provides documents for citizenship/lawful presence and eligible for N T19, SMI service package

Non T19, Non SMI
Applicant fails to submit or unable to obtain documents; however, applicant is potentially eligible for services through select federal grants.

Crisis services: Services provided - no verification required

Applicant is not known to Health-e-AZ PLUS

Applicant refuses to take part in AHCCCS application/screening process

Services denied

Non T19, Non SMI
Applicant fails to submit documents after RBHA has made reasonable attempt to assist and person does not meet eligibility criteria for SAPT or PATH funds – not eligible for ADHS/DBHS services

T19 Eligible
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